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Several attempts at developing dissociable water potentials 
in classical simulations to study proton hydration and H+/OH 一 
neutralization reactions in small clusters have been made 
previously beginning with pioneering work on central force 
models by Stillinger, Lemberg, David and Weber.1-5 In their 
model the water molecules consist of H+and polarizable O2一 

ions whose bare Coulomb interactions are modified at short 
range. Halley et al6 devised a new potential of the Stillinger- 
David-Weber form which was optimized to reproduce the experi
mental static correlation functions of bulk water by reducing the 
mean squared error between experiment and simulation by 
simulated annealing optimization of the potential parameters.

QjamAe, Shavitt and Singer7 designed a family of potentials 
describing both intramolecular and intermolecular interac
tions, and allowing dissociation and formation of solvated 
proton (H2O)nH+ complexes in water called the OSSn poten
tials where n = 1 to 3 are fitted to ab initio Moller Plesset 
(MP2) calculations. The potentials are parametrized in the 
form of interactions between H+and O2 一 ions, with additional 
three-body (H-O-H) interaction terms and self-consistent 
treatment of the polarizability of the oxygen ions.

In the present note, we report the result of molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation for the self-diffusion of bulk water 
at several different temperatures using the OSS2 model 
potential of ^amae et al Although more accurate results 
could possibly be obtained with the OSS3 potential, the OSS2 
model also gives good results judging by simulations of neat 
water except exhibiting too large bond angles for water 
molecules. When that deficiency is not a serious problem, it is 
our preferred choice because of faster and less elaborate 
computer code implementation compared to the OSS3 model 
which contains three body dipole coupling terms.

However, it is found by us that the OSS2 model could behave 
like a glass or an ice under ambient conditions, as discussed 
with L. Ojamae8 and as suggested by N. Agmon,9 but a glass 
formation is absent at higher temperature (~500 K) or lower 
density (~0.5 g/cm3).10 Our main goal is to seek any relevant 
way in order to eliminate the glass formation of the OSS2 
water at ambient conditions.

Molecular Models and MD Simulation Methods. In the
OSS2 potential model, the total energy is given by
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The first term represents the total electrostatic energy,
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where 与=匕-q, and Tj is the dipole tensor. Here n° and nH 

are the number of oxygen and hydrogen atoms, respectively, 
4 is the charge on particle i (+e for hydrogen and -2e for oxygen), 
由 is the induced dipole on oxygen i and a is its polarizability, 
and S；?(与)and S；?(与)are the electric field cutoff functions 
for charge-dipole and dipole-dipole interactions, respectively. 
The induced dipole moment at each oxygen site can be obtained 
self-consistently by imposing the conditions dVel/d卩k = 0, k = 1, 
2,…，nO：

卩i = a「萝1 뽁普*与) + £ 끄也Sdd(이 ⑶

L j,j^i rij jj药 rij 」.

The second and third terms of Eq.(1) represent pairwise 
additive potential-energies between the H and O atoms and 
between the O and O atoms, respectively. In addition to the 
electrostatic and pairwise additive terms, the last term of Eq.(1) 
represents a three-body term. This term is short range and 
describes the interaction within H-O-H triplets.

We used Gaussian isokinetics11-14 to keep the temperature 
of the system constant. Ewald summations were used in our 
simulations with the parameter for k = 5.0/L and the real- 
space cut distance rcut and Kmax chosen as 0.5 L and 7, respec
tively, where L is the length of the box. (L = 0.987 nm for 32 
water molecules of this study) The double summations in 
reciprocal space, which cannot be reduced to a single summa
tion due to the cutoff functions, were ignored. This is reasonable 
as the distances in reciprocal space are larger than the length L 
of the box. The equations of motion were solved using velo
city Verlet algorithm15 with a time step of 10-15 second (1 fs). 
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The simulations were first validated by checking our results 
against Ojamae's work for pure water using the same OSS2 
model. The calculated oxygen-hydrogen (O-H) radial distri
bution function g(r) and the hydration number n(r) for hydro
gen in the 216 molecule pure water system are nearly iden
tical,16 even though Ojamae et al. used a different method7 for 
the Ewald summations in the calculation of the induced dipole 
moment. The equilibrium properties at each temperature are 
averaged over five blocks of 2,000,000 time steps, for a total 
of 10,000,000 time steps (10 ns) after for 2,000,000 time steps 
to reach an equilibrium state. The configuration of each ion is 
stored every 10 time steps for further analyses.

Results and Discussion

Preliminary molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the 
OSS2 water have been carried out at the ambient condition of 
298 K and 0.998 g/cm,3 and the result of the local structure 
was reported elsewhere.16 It is essential to calculate the mean 
square displacement (MSD) in order to obtain the self-diffusion 
coefficient of the OSS2 water. However, the calculated MSD 
at the ambient condition does not show the behaviour of a 
usual liquid as seen in Fig. 1 (the solid line) and we were 
unable to get the self-diffusion coefficient from the MSD of 
the OSS2 water at the ambient condition.

An alternate way for the OSS2 water to move vividly is to 
decrease the density of the system gradually at 298 K and the 
calculated MSD of the OSS2 water at the density of 0.542 
g/cm3 shown in Fig. 1 (the dotted line) is a smooth well- 
behaved straight line. The self-diffusion coefficient of the 
OSS2 water from the MSD is estimated as approximately 
2.037 x 10-5 cm2/sec, obtained from the slope between 2 〜10 
ps, and is increased as the density of the system is further 

decreased. This result is comparable with the experimental 
results of 2.26,17 2.299,18 or 2.29619 in the unit of 10-5 cm2/sec 
at the ambient condition of 298 K and 0.998 g/cm3.

When the temperature of the system is increased gradually 
at 0.998 g/cm3, the OSS2 water also moves vividly and the 
calculated MSD at 380 K shows also a smooth well-behaved 
straight line as seen in Fig. 1 (the dashed line). The obtained 
self-diffusion coefficient of the OSS2 water from the MSD is 
approximately 1.837 x 10-5 cm2/sec and is increased as the 
temperature of the system is further increased. The self-diffusion 
coefficient of the OSS2 water at 500 K is a very close value to 
the experimental ones.

As a result we found that decreasing the density or increasing 
the temperature of the system invokes the vivid mobility of 
the OSS2 water molecules. This might indicate that the total 
potential energy Vtot given in Eq. (1) is too strong and the 
system of the OSS2 water behaves like a glass or an ice under 
ambient conditions. From this we deduce that reducing the 
total potential energy Vtot of the system might cause the same 
effect as decreasing the density or increasing the temperature 
of the system. By choosing the scaling factor 入 as V'tot =入 Vtot 
in Eq. (1), the charge of particle i is simply scaled by q\ =入1/2 qi 

for the electrostatic energy of Eq. (2) and the induced dipole 
moment at each oxygen site can be obtained self-consistently 
by the same way as before scaling. The other three potential 
energies (Voh, Voo, and Vhoh) are also simply scaled by 入 
likewise.

First we scale the value of 入 gradually at the ambient 
condition of 298 K and 0.998 g/cm3, and calculate the MSD of 
the scaled OSS2 water to obtain the self-diffusion coefficient. 
The final value of 入 is determined as 0.801 and the calculated 
MSD shows also a smooth well-behaved straight line shown 
in Fig. 1 (the long-dashed line). The self-diffusion coefficient 
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Figure 1. Mean square displacements (MSD) of the OSS2 water at 
several different states. Solid line : at the ambient condition of 298 
K and 0.998 g/cm3, dotted line : at 298 K and 0.542 g/cm3, dashed 
line : at 380 K and 0.998 g/cm3, and long-dashed line : at 298 K 
and 0.998 g/cm3 with the scaling factor 為=0.801.
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Figure 2. Self-diffusion coefficients of the scaled OSS2 water at 
several different temperatures. ■ : experimental values18 and •: 
calculated values. The error bar represents a standard derivative.
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of the scaled OSS2 water at the ambient condition from the 
MSD is estimated as approximately (2.243 士 0.227) x 10-5 
cm2/sec, obtained from the slope between 2 〜10 ps. The MD 
simulation result is in an excellent agreement with the experi
mental results.17-19

In order to verify the scaling process of the total potential 
energy of the original OSS2 water, we calculate the self-di
ffusion coefficients at several different temperatures using the 
scaling factor of 入=0.801. The calculated MSD at each tem
perature shows a smooth well-defined straight line (not shown) 
and Fig. 2 shows comparison of self-diffusion coefficients of 
the scaled OSS2 water at several different temperatures at 
0.998 g/cm3. The agreement between experimental and MD 
simulation results is within a standard deviation except higher 
temperatures.

It is interesting to note that the MD simulations at low 
temperatures of 263 K and 268 K using the scaling factor of 
入=0.801 after a short simulation period recover the behavior 
like a glass or an ice even though the MD simulations were 
carried out from the initial vivid configuration of the scaled 
OSS2 water at 273 K. This might indicate the freezing point of 
the scaled OSS2 water lies between 268 K and 273 K. The 
study of the freezing process of the scaled OSS2 water might 
be fairly interesting but beyond the scope of this study.

In summary classical MD simulations using the original 
OSS2 model potential derived from ab initio calculations can 
be used to understand the self-diffusion behavior of the scaled 
OSS2 water at several different states. We found that reducing 
the total potential energy as well as decreasing the density or 
increasing the temperature of the system invokes the vivid 
mobility of the original OSS2 water molecules. By choosing 
the scaling factor 入 of the total potential energy as 0.801

1/2
(equivalently scaling the charge of particle by 入 =0.895), the 

obtained MD results for the self-diffusion coefficients of the 
scaled OSS2 water at several different temperatures are in 
general agreement with the experimental results, which indi
cates the original OSS2 model potential energy is too strong 
resulting in the behavior like a glass or an ice. The extension 
of this study to large systems (N 〜 216) and the freezing pro
cess of the scaled OSS2 water are presently under study.
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